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Relax, unwind, have FUN, get creative and enjoy coloring with My Besties coloring book from artist

Sherri Baldy! Her Doe-eyed, Big Eyed Garden Bloomin Besties make for great coloring for all ages,

adults and children too. This Beautiful Garden Besties collection is volume #2 from Sherri's My

Besties illustrations. Color them all up yourself OR have a coloring party and color with your Bestie

Pals.... Sherri's Bestie images have been stamper's, crafter's and scrapbooker's fans favorites from

all over the world for years and are now available in coloring books. You get *50* coloring pages

each image is printed single~sided so you can keep them, frame them or give away your colorful

Bestie creations. Most of all have FUN & ENJOY!
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Bloomin Bestiesâ€• is the second of three coloring books recently released by Sherri Baldiy. Her My

Besties illustrations have a world-wide following but I only recently discovered her adorable big eyed

girls. As I love to garden, the Bloomin girls are especially cute for me to color. A good number of the

designs actually show the little gardeners at work but others are lovely girls with lots and lots of

flowers. There are also a couple of cute animal designs as well. I really appreciate getting two

copies of each design. That gives me the opportunity to try two colorways or to share a copy with

my husband who also colors along with me.I really like these designs for fun and quick projects â€“ I



can use my markers for base color and then shade with a variety of pencils and finish it in one

sitting. I chose a cute little garden girl who is helping her flowers become just a tad more colorful as

my first project and used alcohol-based makers to color the design and then oil-based pencils for

shading.Here is what I found within this book:25 x 2 (50) My Besties Garden/Flower Girl

DesignsPrinted on one side of the pagePage is white, slightly rough, and is non-perforatedGlue

BoundDesigns do not merge into the bindingRoom enough to cut pages out if you wish to do

soAlcohol and water-based markers bleed through the pageGel pens and India ink pens leave color

shadows on back of the pageColoring pencils work well: soft lead lay down color, layer, and blend

well; hard lead dent the back of the page but lay down good color

Cute! Just FYI, the book has 50 pages but you get 2 of each page, so you actually only get 25

different pictures. Also, there is no background scenery on any of the pictures. But it is fun to color,

since the girls are so adorable!

This is one of-- if not the cutest coloring bookss I have ever seen! I bought it for a little friend who is

challenged and she spends many hours a week coloring. She is in love with this one. It was so cute

that I couldn't resist coloring three or four of them before I gave it to her! It actually brings sunshine

into her life! I hop Sherri Ann will do one with precious little pets both domestic and game. She is a

great artist-- one who speaks to the heart of the receiver. Thank you  for such a wonderful choice of

quality coloring books.

i love her books, they are so cute and fun.... the paper is good quality and they are a joy to color....i

do wish that she would not have a duplicate of the pages, instead of just having fifty individual

drawings.... that would be the icing on the cake.

I love the illustrations in this coloring book. However, I am not pleased with the reproduction of her

illustrations. The lines are jagged and pixelated. When using a blender pencil the black lines will

sometimes smear and I am unable to repair it. I am hoping the author will improve the quality of the

reproduction since I would like to purchase more in the future.

Best coloring book in the world. ADORE Sherri and all her work.

Sherry's drawings are amazing! The cute little quirky faces of all the girls, makes you fall in love with



them! I love the fact that the book has 2 of every drawing, so you can change things around on the

next one!!

Awesome coloring book. These bestie kids are so much fun to color. I would like a little more

background though. There really is none. The other problem I am finding is the black ink will smear

when you use your blender. So I take a star off for that. I have given all of the other books I have of

her five stars because of the art. It's very very frustrating when you color with light pencils and work

hard to get a great result, only to have the lines smear into the color.
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